Focal Changes to Human Electrocorticography With Drowsiness: A Novel Measure of Local Sleep.
Drowsiness may be defined as the progressive loss of cortical processing efficiency that occurs with time passing while awake. This loss of cortical processing efficiency is reflected in focal changes to the electroencephalogram, including islands of increased delta power concurrent with drop-offs in neuronal activity (i.e., focal cortical inactivity). The authors hypothesized that these focal changes are evidenced at individual electrodes by combination of increased instantaneous amplitude in delta band and decreased instantaneous frequency in theta-alpha band, permitting their categorization as "active" and "inactive." An analysis of records from six patients with refractory epilepsy undergoing video-electrocorticographic monitoring was conducted. Feature extraction and state classification on multiple recordings revealed focal changes consistent with the hypothesis, as well as progressively increased numbers of inactive electrodes with time awake. The implications of these findings on the study of sleep, and particularly local sleep, are discussed.